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Current important topics in nursing care and medical society in Japan are cancer care, elder care, and effective use health care resources in an aging society as well as in the general population in the same fashion as other developed countries. This special issue includes 6 articles related to these topics, from elders to children, focusing on specific care, administration and the nurses’ work environment.

One of the highest causes of death currently in Japan is cancer, especially for those from 40 to 89 years of age [1]. Among cancer, lung cancer has the highest fatality, and the mortality of lung cancer is increasing [2]. This special issue introduces Horii et al. [3] article about cancer nursing. This study describes life adjustment in patients with a diagnosis of lung cancer whose performance status is decreased.

The percentage of people who are 65 years and older in Japan increased to more than 24% in 2012, because the first group of “baby boomers” became 65 years old [4]. Incidence of hip fracture increases as the population ages. Hip fracture is one of the main causes of being bed-ridden, which leads to social and economic problems. It is important to prevent being bed-ridden and to make elders healthy. Kondo et al. [5] details a study that shows nursing care soon after hip fracture surgery can improve patients’ short-term and long-term outcomes such as ambulatory ability after discharge.

It is necessary to use limited health resources effectively and to provide safe care with high quality in such an aging society. Appropriate deployment of nursing staff is important to use personnel effectively and to secure quality of nursing care. However, it has been a challenge for nurse managers to do so. Mashimo et al. [6] clarifies topics of appropriate nursing staffing and finds points of improvement for Japan’s patient classification system by interviewing nurse administrators.

Arranging a better work environment is indispensable to maintain satisfactory numbers of nurses in hospitals so that safe care with high quality is provided to patients. Tei-Tominaga et al. [7] examined the effect of characteristics of the work environment of Magnet hospitals on nurses’ job satisfaction.

Many developed countries have been introducing nurse practitioners. However, this practice is still controversial in Japan. The current law allows diagnosis and prescription only for medical doctors and dentists. Certified Nurse Specialists and Certified Nurses were institutionalized in 1996. Certified Nurse Specialists and Certified Nurses are allowed to practice as established in the Act on Public Health Nurses, Midwives and Nurses, which initially acted in 1948 and whose final revision was in 2009. One article describes the education of such advanced practice registered nurses and the related issues and obstacles of introducing nurse practitioner system in Japan [8].

Japanese adolescents giving birth to their babies are increasing although the rate is low. They chose to give birth more often instead of abortion than in past years. It is important to encourage having children in order to relieve the aging population. However, it is sometimes hard for teenagers to be good parents and to interact with their children. Komoto et al. [9] examined the adolescent mother-infant interaction, maternal self-esteem, and parenting stress, which affects child development, in order to make recommendations for helping Japanese adolescent mothers in parenting.

I really appreciate the editors of the Journal of Nursing and Care for providing the opportunity to participate in this special issue. Please enjoy!
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